If the converse of the theorem were true, then number theory would be a lot simpler than it is, but fortunately that is not the case. Counterexamples to the converse of the first (and, very occasionally, the second) form of Fermat's theorem are called pseudoprimes. A well-known example is 341 = 11 × 31, which is a pseudoprime to base 2:
We investigate q b , the least prime pretender, or primary pretender, for the base b.
We will see that there are only 132 distinct primary pretenders, and that q b is a periodic function of b whose period is the 122-digit number 19 5685843334 6007258724 5340037736 2789820172 1382933760 4336734362-2947386477 7739548319 6097971852 9992599213 2923650684 2360439300
What is this number? Well, it's p! 59 p! 9 , where p! k is the product of the first k primes, p 1 p 2 · · · p k . And where do p 59 and p 9 come from? p 59 = 277 is the largest possible prime factor, and p 9 = 23 is the largest possible repeated prime factor, of a composite number less than the Carmichael number 561.
For what bases is 4 a prime pretender? If b ≡ 0, 1, 2, 3 (mod 4), then b 4 ≡ 0, 1, 0, 1, so 4 is a prime pretender just for b ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4).
The similar calculations mod 6 and 8 show that 6 is a prime pretender for bases ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 3) and that 8 is a prime pretender for bases ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 8). It follows that every number for which 8 is a prime pretender also has 4 as a prime pretender, so that 8 can never be the primary pretender. The calculations mod 9 show that 9 is a prime pretender for bases ≡ 0, 1 or 8 (mod 9), which may also be described as the square roots of 0 or 1 (mod 9).
These results can be recorded by saying that for q = 4 and 9, "q is a prime pretender just for the bases that are kth roots of 0 or 1 (mod m)"
for a certain k and m. (It will turn out that such an assertion holds for all the primary pretenders -see Table 3 .) They imply that we know the primary pretender q b for all but the four residue classes 2, 11, 14, 23 (mod 36): The values of q b up to 21 for the residue classes mod 1260 missing from the last display are given in Table 1 . In fact q b ≥ 22 for just the 32 residue classes mod 1260 indicated by ? in Table 1 .
The number of distinct values of q b is bounded, since the Carmichael number 561 will always serve if no smaller exponent has been found. The other numbers which occur Table 2 ; the numbers at the left show the multiples of 1260 to be added. The programs used to calculate Tables 2 and 3 were straightforward, essentially using brute force.
Our final table, Table 3 , shows how long it takes before any particular value of q b appears; it can be summarized as follows. The value of q b is
where the various statements can all be put into the form "else q if b is a kth root of 0 or 1 (mod m)"
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